
specific cultural mobilization against the infidel that he required for the wars; on the other

hand, it evoked global civility, and who could be opposed to that? One project aimed to

discipline critical scholars by demanding that universities focus on ‘‘defending civilization’’

(Martin and Neal, 2001).

Meanwhile, civilization has proved a useful rhetoric for distinguishing between legitim-

ate and illegitimate forms of warfare. The civilized must punish the uncivilized by any

means necessary. In this use of the term ‘‘civilization,’’ the Bush administration reached

back to colonial precedent. European colonial rule required the unrestrained punishment

of the uncivilized for the good of civilization (Lindqvist, 1996). Through this history of

civilized slaughter, indeed, the Bush administration’s repetition of the term ‘‘civilization’’

invoked a Western civilizational heritage, although not an admirable one.

Anna Tsing and Gail Hershatter

See: CULTURE, EDUCATION, MODERN, MULTICULTURALISM, NATION, WEST.

Class
In its most conventional and persistent sense, class refers to ‘‘a division or order. . . or rank

or grade of society,’’ common in the phrases ‘‘higher (upper), middle, lower classes.’’

However, to aficionados of class distinction, such crude divisions are susceptible to

infinite refinement. Each component may be subdivided, revealing such locations as

upper-middle, middle-lower-middle, and so on. It is commonly observed that C18 and

C19 British society was particularly obsessed with the niceties and observances of class in

this sense, reflected in the novels of Jane Austen, for example (1996 [1813]). However, to

say anything is ‘‘common’’ is to immediately risk its disparagement as belonging to the

lower (uncivilized and uncultured) classes.

This sense of class – as a social ordering that articulated privilege and deference – has

been at the heart of much British controversy about the class system and how to overcome

it. It was institutionalized in political systems (the House of Lords and the monarchy

persisting in a parliamentary democracy), in education systems (the persistence of private

education and its privileged routes in universities and employment), and in a variety of

cultural and social forms. Elitism, privilege, hereditary advantage, and snobbery have been

constant focal points of social conflict and mobilization – though some would argue

without much damage to the underlying unequal structures of material resources. The

idea of class distinction persists in a variety of social evaluations of people and things –

being classy, having class, distinctions between different classes of traveler in planes,

boats, and trains, and so on. It is this sense of a class system of privilege and deference that

is evoked in the claim that the USA is a classless society. Other meanings of ‘‘class,’’

related to the unequal distribution of wealth, income, and power, may nevertheless be

relevant to understanding the USA and other societies.
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Of course, there are complicated choices of words in describing such class orders. Upper

classes are sometimes the ‘‘aristocracy’’ (in-bred to rule with natural authority). Middle

classes are sometimes the ‘‘bourgeoisie,’’ involved in commerce or professions (who

manage their breeding rationally and defer gratification). The lower classes are some-

times the laboring classes, ‘‘lower orders,’’ working class, or dangerous and perishing

classes (who simply breed too much). Such issues of rank and privilege overlap with more

sociological approaches to class. These have tended to follow the German sociologist Max

Weber (1970a) in treating classes as distinguished by positions of relative advantage and

disadvantage in terms of wealth and income (largely determined by labor market position).

Here, too, classes are hierarchical arrangements, but potentially dynamic ones. Positions

may be changed by collective strategies in the labor market, for example (through

professional associations or trade unions). Classes affect life chances for individuals –

the probabilities of social and occupational mobility; of educational access and achieve-

ment; of illness and mortality. They also shape the experiences of individuals, producing

the possibility of (more or less coherent) class consciousness. Classes, in this Weberian

view, are linked to – but not the same as - political organization (‘‘party’’) and social

position (‘‘status’’), both of which may be shaped by ‘‘non-economic’’ processes. Much

European sociology of the second half of the C20 explored and debated the dimensions and

dynamics of class inequality in this sense.

This view of class as market position has been continually in conflict with a Marxist

view of class as relational. Here, classes are founding elements of society, and are

themselves created by the mode of production. In Marxist analysis, the means of producing

material life involve social relations of production, which (historically) involve divisions

between classes. In the capitalist mode of production, society is divided between those who

own the means of production (the owners of capital, the capitalist class, the bourgeoisie,

the ruling class) and those who must sell their labor (to capitalists) in order to subsist (the

proletariat, the working class). The interests of the capitalist class (the accumulation of

profit) require the subordination of the working class – in the labor process; in social

arrangements, and in political institutions. The interests of the working class are to resist

the power of capital by collective organization and to bring about the overthrow or

transcendence of capitalism in the transition to a (classless) socialist society (Marx and

Engels, 1973[1848]).

Although this stresses the big two classes of capitalist society, Marxist analyses extend far

beyond this. They deal with the class relations of other modes of production (Asiatic, feudal,

and socialist, for example), and with the shifting class relations produced within societies

where more than one mode of production exists (the persistence of feudal classes –

landowners and peasants – within capitalist societies, for example). They address interstitial

or contradictory class positions between the bourgeoisie and proletariat – the middle

classes, who have been a thorny problem for Marxist analysis and politics. They examine the

complex class relations of imperialism – with local (comprador) capital in alliance with
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international capital against the local proletariat and peasantry. Class is thus the central

focus through which Marxists view societies – class positions produce class interests and

the potential for class consciousness; the antagonistic relationships between classes (the

struggle to extract surplus value from labor) produces class conflict. Ideologies, juridical

and political systems, state apparatuses, and cultural formations are implicated in the

processes of class conflict – either as the means of ruling-class capacity to continue ruling,

or as the site of conflict and contestation.

Not surprisingly, other social cleavages and conflicts have tended to be subordinated to

this central focus. Conflicts around gender and racial formations, for example, have been

treated as secondary aspects of class conflict (‘‘functional for capitalism’’) or as epiphe-

nomenal diversions from the ‘‘real business’’ of class conflict. This led to challenges from a

range of perspectives and standpoints usually (and overconveniently) summarized as the

‘‘politics of difference.’’ Such arguments questioned the assumed social identity of class

(as white, male, able-bodied, workers), proposing instead a more complex set of relations,

identities, and forms of agency (Gibson-Graham, Resnick, and Wolff, 2000). By the end of

the C20, a number of contradictory tendencies were in play. The collapse of ‘‘actually

existing socialism’’ in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe made a Marxist view of class

appear redundant – the working classes of the world would never unite, throw off their

chains, and build a truly classless society. At the same time, the global spread of capitalism

seemed to demonstrate that Marxist views of the dynamic character and universalizing

tendencies of capitalism might have some value. To some, class seemed to run the risk of

disappearing as an analytic and political category – at a time when class inequalities

deepened in the processes of global economic restructuring. The associated rise of neo-

liberalism looked like the beginning of a new class war: a politics determined to enhance

the power of capital, to disorganize and subordinate labor across the world, and to

intensify economic and social inequalities.

Perhaps the most puzzling reappearance of class took place in the 1980s in the USA.

Conservative commentators – in that most self-confidently ‘‘classless’’ society – discovered

that it contained, not classes, but an underclass of work-shy, feckless, undeserving,

criminal, uncivil, and semi-detached poor people. The concept took hold in popular,

political, and policy discourses, mostly articulating the view that excessively generous

welfare had ‘‘spawned’’ these disorganized, dangerous, and usually lone- (black-)mother-

headed households. Even if Marxists and their critics could not work out how to conduct a

compelling analysis of how class might be articulated with gender and racial formation,

the conservatives certainly could (Goode and Maskovsky, 2001).

For all these reasons (and more), class continues to haunt the formations of capitalism.

Despite the recurring attempts to shrug class off and to naturalize inequalities, attention

returns to it. It articulates something distinctive about the experience of inequality and the

potential for collective organization (on the part of both capital and labor). While

capitalism’s social, economic, and political dynamics produce, reproduce, and legitimate
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inequalities of wealth, income, life chances, and power, the talk will turn to class.

Sometimes it will be used to refer to little more than the gap between rich and

poor. Sometimes it will be used to challenge concentrations of power and privilege; and

sometimes it will be used to rally the poor/excluded/oppressed against the power of capital

(and its owners and representatives). Often it will be used to summon up the imagined and

desired ‘‘classless society’’ (in all its different meanings). But capitalism without its

classes – and without its talk of classes – is unimaginable.

John Clarke

See: CAPITALISM, ELITE, EQUALITY.

Colonialism
Colonialism is a general term signifying domination and hegemony, classically in the form

of political rule and economic control on the part of a European state over territories and

peoples outside Europe. The earliest forms of colonialism in this sense (not all empires

were colonial empires) were exhibited in the New World by Spain and Portugal, although

classical colonialism only flowered later in conjunction with the rise of global capitalism,

manifested in the rule by European states over various polities in Asia and Africa. There

were exceptions to these rules, as in the case of Japanese colonial domination over Korea

and parts of Southeast Asia in the mC20.

‘‘Imperialism’’ is sometimes seen as an interchangeable term with ‘‘colonialism,’’ even

as it has often been used to focus on the economic, and specifically capitalist, character

of colonial rule. Colonialism itself has sometimes been reserved for cases of settler

colonialism, like Australia and New Zealand, where segments of the dominant population

not only rule over but settle in colonial territories. The roots of the term in L colonia,

meaning farm or settlement, colonus, meaning settler, and colere, meaning cultivate, lend

support to this connection. This history of colonial settlement has also left its mark on

many aspects of earlier and contemporary usage: colonial architecture, for example, or

colonial experience to describe periods of work and residence in settled territories, just

as colonial frontier applies to the contested zones between occupying and indigenous

populations, and colonial-born marks a new distinction within the dominant population.

However, most scholars agree that colonialism was in fact a form of rule that was most

often not accompanied by European settlement, and that the term ‘‘colonialism’’ entails

sustained control over a local population by states that were interested neither in settle-

ment nor in assimilation. As a term of comparative scholarship, ‘‘colonialism’’ in all cases

directs attention toward the colonies themselves, whereas the rubric of ‘‘imperialism’’

typically directs attention to the metropole and the global system, in which political and

economic imperatives worked to make empire a constitutive condition of the West’s global

dominance during modern times (Dirks, 1992).
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